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leakage, and other advanced security 
technology, like malware analysis. Among the 
PISA membership, many are working as 
senior officials in big multinationals. In my 
role as Chairperson 2008/09, there are several 
opportunities to pursue, with PISA as a whole. 
Primarily, the migration from the PISA 
Association to the PISA Limited, that was 
incorporated in July 2007, is a top priority task. 
Working with the Program Committee, new 
initiatives like Special Interest Group will be 
exploited. Going international is another 
pursuit with some public seminar presentation 
in Dec 2008.

Wish you have a successful year in 2008/09!

ime flies and 2008/09 is my 2nd year of 
tenure in PISA Exco. It is a golden 

memory in me to recall my first attendance to 
a PISA public speech, run by Alan Ho, to 
share the Honey Pot Project. That particular 
instance in a hotel on Kowloon side drove me 
to submit my membership application 
immediately. With advice from Sang, SC and 
Andy, I became PISAM for two years. After 
twelve months, it was a big fortune to me to 
have one-click success to be elected as Exco, 
with nomination from Sang and Andy, though 
I was infected with food poisoning. Further-
more, I am elected as Chairperson with full 
nomination from all Excos on 30 Aug 2008.

PISA is a very unique organization composing 
of dynamic professionals showing a keen, 
genuine interest to dive deep into any security 
issue, like previous public sector data.

Daniel Ng  CISA, CISM, BS7799 LA
Chairperson

Message from the Chair

Daniel
September 2008

TT

PISA EXCO
2008/09

James Chan (left), 
Howard Lau, 
Thomas Tsang, 
Antony Ma, 
Daniel Ng, 
George Chung, and 
Alan Ho
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Technology

network. They just integrate it like a FC-SAN basic implementation, i.e. interconnecting targets and clients via a fiber 
switch. In fact, iSCSI needs to plan and implement carefully just because of its resilience. 

iSCSI Resilience and Security

ii SCSI is a pretty hot topic in recent years as a cost-effective solution to Storage Area Network (SAN). However, 
many users just think it is an analogy to Fiber-Channel SAN (FC-SAN) but with a flexibility to connect to TCP/IP

Introduction to iSCSI

Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) is a protocol for 
interconnecting equipments on the same data bus. SCSI 
Architecture Model (SAM) defines SCSI protocol into 
SCSI command set and transport. For example, Ultra 160 
is defined as SCSI-3 (command set) plus SPI-3 
(transport). By applying SCSI-3 command set with 
Internet as transport, we have internet SCSI (iSCSI). 
Since iSCSI uses SCSI-3 command set as other SCSI 
device, it “talks” with storage device efficiently.

iSCSI Protocol Data Unit (PDU)

iSCSI transmit data in units of Protocol Data Unit (PDU) 
(Fig.1). Each PDU contents iSCSI commands and data, 
encapsulated by TCP, IP and Ethernet Header which are 
necessary for traveling in Internet. PDU has header size 
of 48 bytes which is smaller comparing to that of NFS 
(88 bytes header size).

Fig.1

Alex Wu CISSP, CISA 

Ethernet
Header IP TCP iSCSI SCSI

Cmds DATA

iSCSI Protocol Data Unit (PDU): Provides 
ordering and control information. 
Contains iSCSI control information with 
optional SCSI Commands and/or Data

Provides reliable data transport and delivery (TCP 
Windows, ACKs, ordering, etc.) Also demux within 
node (port number)

Provides IP “routing” capability so that packet can find its 
way through the network

Provides physical network capability (Cat5, MAC, etc.)

CRC
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iSCSI Stacking

iSCSI stacking is similar to TCP/IP stacking (Fig.2). 
Block data from logical unit of storage target will be 
converted into PDU first before entering TCP/IP stacking. 
When an iSCSI packet reaches destination it will be 
converted back to a PDU first and then SCSI data blocks. 
Finally data will pass to application.

iSCSI Session

iSCSI host (client) establishes iSCSI session(s) with 
iSCSI target (server) before transmitting data. 
Authentication and authorization are taken place before 
sessions established, if required. (Fig.3)

Technology

iSCSI Resilience and Security

Fig.3

Fig.2
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iSCSI vs NFS

Storage-Area-Network (SAN) and Network Attached 
Storage (NAS) are two major kinds of network connected 
storage device. iSCSI and NFS(CIFS) are protocols using 
by SAN and NAS for data transmission in TCP/IP. 
(Fig .4) 

However, they are slightly different. iSCSI connects as a 
Direct Attached Storage (DAS). iSCSI is a block-level 
protocol and transmits data in data blocks while NFS is a 
file-level protocol. For example, iSCSI can retrieve a data 
block from iSCSI target a single time while NFS must 
retrieve a file. If the wanted file is very large in size and 

application support block-level manipulation, such as 
database, iSCSI can out-perform NFS. iSCSI user (client) 
need to handle more in file I/O which implies a iSCSI 
client is more demanding than a NFS client.

iSCSI security settings

iSCSI is a plain text protocol which can be viewed by any 
traffic analyzing tools. It is not difficult to enumerate 
iSCSI information.(Fig.5)

Technology

iSCSI Resilience and Security

Fig.5

iqn.2008-04.com.mycomp:storage01.lun001
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• Authorization

iSCSI supports authorization by sending iSCSI Qualified 
Name (iQN) (Fig.6). Attacker can easily get authorized 
by enumeration of iQN values. It gives a good chance to 
attacker for guessing the rest of iQN strings for other

authorizations. Don’t set iQN string by default.
Storage-Area-Network (SAN) and Network Attached 
Storage (NAS) are two major kinds of network connected 
storage device. iSCSI and NFS(CIFS) are protocols using 
by SAN and NAS for data transmission in TCP/IP. 

Technology

iSCSI Resilience and Security

Fig.6

• Authentication
iSCSI supports authentication by CHAP but by default it 
is off. It is similar to authorization and is easily to get 
sniffed by using such as Wireshark. That provides a 
chance to attacker to carry out dictionary attack, if they 
capture the challenge and the hash (Fig. 7). Turn on 
authentication and use strong secret. 

An ultimate way to tackle with plain text sniffing is to 
encrypt the traffic. According to RFC 3720, iSCSI can 
implement IPSec with ESP in transport mode. 

An experiment has been done with ESP+AES-192 
encrypted traffic (hardware: dual Xeon 3G+TOE NIC), 
iSCSI target throughput would be 31MB/s comparing to 
115MB/s in plain text mode. Without Bump-In-The-
Wire (BITW) or other IPSec accelerator, efficiency is 
greatly reduced to 27%. However, so far it is the best 
way for iSCSI to travel in open network such as the 
Internet. IPSec can apply to Internal traffic also to 
enhance security level but it is not work with VLAN.

iSCSI Qualified Name values:
iqn.1987-05.com.cisco:01.87956e84f925

Target IP:
10.5.140.229
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Fig.7

Similar to Fiber-Channel (FC) SAN interconnects 
targets and initiators in an isolated fiber switch, iSCSI 
LAN Island provides can prevent unauthorized access 
from unknown initiators/targets.

• LAN Island
For iSCSI to operate at its high efficiency it is necessary 
to interconnect iSCSI targets and iSCSI initiators in an 
isolated network, or a LAN Island. This refers to trusted 
network such as an isolated internal LAN or a lease line 
environment. Targets and initiators transmit in Jumbo 
Frame which can increase data transmission efficiency. 

Technology

iSCSI Resilience and Security

• To contribute to the next 
issue and make your 
publication public

• To join the Editorial 
Committee of this 
professional publication

Next Issue:
Mar-2009

Please contact the Editor (editor@pisa.org.hk) 

Contribution toContribution to PISAPISA JournalJournal

(P.T.O).
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Technology

iSCSI Resilience and Security

Reference

•Design of the iSCSI Protocol,  IBM Haifa Research Laboratory

•Design, Implementation and Evaluation of Security in iSCSI-based Network Storage Systems,  Computer Science and 

Engineering, Pennsylvania State University

•A framework for evaluating storage system security, Hewlett-Packard Laboratories, Palo Alto, California

•Securing Storage: A practical guide to SAN and NAS Security, Himanshu Dwivedi, Addison-Wesley, 2006

•http://www.pdl.cmu.edu/mailinglists/ips/mail/maillist.html, Parallel Data Lab, Dept. Elect. & Comp. Eng., Carnegie 

Mellon University

•http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3720.txt?number=3720

•http://www.t10.org/scsi-3.htm
Copyright owned by the 
author. This article is the 
views of the author and 
does not necessarily 
reflect the opinion of PISA.

Copyright & 
Disclaimer

Implementation Precautions

Below are some important points which must be paid 
attention in consideration of an iSCSI SAN 
implementation

Internal SAN
• Enable CHAP and use strong secret for authentication
• Customize your own iQN strings for authorization
• Make sure all initiators and targets are connecting in a 
dedicated LAN island which is isolated from internal 
network. 
• Implement Jumbo Frame can increase efficiency
• Connecting iSCSI traffics to internal network, VLAN 
should be deployed

External SAN
• Integrate IPSec
• Deploy CHAP, strong secret and customized iQN 
• Use hardware encryption accelerator if possible
• Inapplicability of Jumbo Frame to Internet
• Incompatibility of VLAN and IPSec

Conclusion

Previous day there was only expensive FC for SAN 
solution. FC-SAN is quite “safe” because of its media of 
transmission. iSCSI provides a cost effective way to 
build a centralized storage in TCP/IP network. However, 
unlike FC we must pay extra attention to iSCSI since it 
is a plain text protocol and inherits most of the 
“properties” from TCP/IP. Placing an iSCSI target in 
open network is even worse. A compromised web server 
which may expose its information and data but a 
compromised iSCSI target may expose data of all 
connected servers. Another issue is performance. The 
more security you ask for the lower is the efficiency. 
Data throughput is a major consideration of a SAN 
solution. Think twice before jump when you consider 
efficiency and security for an IP-SAN solution. 

© copyright  Alex Wu, 2008 
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Antony Ma CISA, CISSP 
Program Director

Legislation

vention of TPM, cite the lesson from the overseas cases, and discuss the Hong Kong legislation in international context. 

Circumvention of Technological Protection Measures
- a perspective on Copyright Ordinance 2007

TT he Hong Kong Copyright Ordinance was refined in 2007, taking a comprehensive revamp of anti-circumvention 
provisions against technological protection measures (TPM). The article will give an introduction on circum-

A controversial case of circumventing 
TPM

In 2005, Sony was discovered to include in the music 
CDs a software called XCP which behaved like a 
spyware. XCP was used to prevent users from making 
unauthorized copy of digital content [1],  but in using 
rootkit technology to hide certain files from the computer

user, it also facilitated evasion of malware detection. 
Since Sony did not provide a way to cleanly uninstall 
XCP totally, some tools were developed by third parties 
for the purpose.  However, legal problem arise as when a 
person released a software that reversed the effect of XCP, 
he might have circumvented the technological protection 
measures in XCP. Would this constitute a violation of the 
copyright law? This incidence brought the controversy of 
TPM circumvention to the spotlight. 

[1] End-User License Agreement of Sony XCP software, 
available at  <http://www.sysinternals.com/blog/sony-eula.htm>, 22 Nov 2005
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The Drive Behind Anti-circumvention 
Provisions

How can entertainment and digital content provision 
industry benefit from restricting the user from accessing 
their work? Why should the law intervene into buyer and 
seller relationship? 

The pragmatic answer to these questions is the drastic 
changes of buyer and seller relationship brought about by 
the technology. With the popularization of the Internet, 
creative works are increasingly stored and distributed via 
digital means. The pay-per-view or pay-pre-use age for 
entertainment industry has arrived. The more users 
consume digital content, the more money digital content 
copyright owners can earn. So copyright owners are 
looking into every possible way to make use of access 
control and copy control technologies to restrict user 
access and copying. On the other hand, digital contents 
are naturally easy to copy and retain. Users like to copy 
and store as much digital content as possible for later 
consumption. This gives opportunities for some people to 
infringe the copyright owners’ rights and impact their 
financial returns. 

These conflicting expectations on the manipulation of 
digital content must be balanced by proper uses of digital 
management infrastructure and its associated protection 
measures. On one hand, if the digital management 
infrastructure is too restrictive, like the DVD area code, it 
will not be accepted and people will try to bypass it. On 
the other hand, if the digital content cannot be protected 
against infringement, copyright owners have no incentive 
to further invest on content production technologies. In an 
open market, the need and demand will eventually arrive 
at equilibrium. At this point, “Digital Rights Management

[2] 2005 Mich. St. L. Rev. 317

Legislation

Circumvention of Technological Protection Measures
- a perspective on Copyright Ordinance 2007

(DRM) can lower the transaction costs for rights holders
to enforce their copyright, and permit economically 
efficient price discrimination.” [2] Once this equilibrium
is reached, legal protection of technological protection 
measures is to maintain and sustain long term relationship 
between users and copyright owners. Legal protection is 
needed because even if users accept a balanced digital 
content management infrastructure, the advancement of 
circumvention technology may render this accepted 
technology useless against infringements. Without legal 
protection, criminals and hackers may benefit from sell-
ing circumvented digital content or circumvention 
technology and race with copyright owner in technologies. 
Copyright owners will subsequently need to invest 
heavily on protection measures against newly developed 
technology and transfer the increased cost to users. Anti-
circumvention provisions preempt any non-productive
technological arm race. 
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EU and US Legal Framework

The Basic Proposal [3] submitted to the Diplomatic 
Conference [4] (August 1996) was the first international 
agreement on protection of digital right management 
technology. It laid down the direction for WIPO 
Copyright Treaty (WCT) and WIPO Performances and 
Phonograms Treaty (WPPT). Contracting states of the 
two treaties are required to provide legal remedies against:

• the circumvention of TPM that are used by copyright 
owner in connection with exercising of their rights 
(Article 11 of WCT, Article 18 of WPPT.) 

• the removal or altering of right management 
information without authority, distribution, import for 
distribution, broadcasting or communicating to the public 
without authority works or copies of works, with 
knowledge of the electronic rights management 
information being removed or altered (Article 12, WCT 
and Article 19, WPPT.)

In EU, these treaties are implemented in the Copyright 
Directive -- Article 6 (“obligations as to technological 
measures”) requires member states to provide legal
protection against circumvention of TPMs with 
knowledge (see Figure 1).

Act of
Circumvention

Circumvention
Tools

Prohibited Prohibited

(Art. 6(1) & 6(3)) (Art. 6(2))

Prohibited Prohibited

(Art. 6(1)) (Art. 6(2))

Access Control
Technological
Measure

Copyright Control
Technological
Measure

Figure 1. Overview of EU Copyright Directive [5]

[3] Basic Proposal for the Substantive Provisions of the Treaty on Certain Questions Concerning the Protection of Literary and Artistic 
Works to be Considered by the Diplomatic Conference

[4] World Intellectual Property Organization Diplomatic Conference was held on December 2 to 20, 1996 at Geneva.  Representatives 
of 157 nations and 142 non-governmental organizations participated. 

[5] Current Developments In The Field Of Digital Rights Management, Standing Committee On Copyright And Related Rights, Tenth
Session, p.110

Legislation

Circumvention of Technological Protection Measures
- a perspective on Copyright Ordinance 2007
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In US, Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) provides legal protection against circumvention of TPMs (see s1201) 
via access control and copy control measures (see Figure 2.) DMCA also specify three tests for the definition of 
circumvention:

1. Primarily designed to circumventing 
2. Have only limited commercial use other than circumventing 
3. Marketed as a circumvention devices 

The EU and US laws have a lot of grey areas where large corporations abuse to pursuit their business goal. Judges in 
different jurisdiction are trying hard to balance interests of different stakeholders and fill the gap between technology and 
legislations. 

Act of
Circumvention

Circumvention
Tools

Prohibited Prohibited

(§ 1201 (a)(1)) (§ 1201(a)(2))

Prohibited

(§ 1201(b))
Not Prohibited

Copyright Control
Technological
Measure

Figure 2. Overview of DMCA [6]

Access Control
Technological
Measure

[6] Ibid, p. 75
[7] New hope for consumers of digital copyright material in Hong Kong, Lim Yee Fen, Sydney University Press 2008

Legislation

Circumvention of Technological Protection Measures
- a perspective on Copyright Ordinance 2007

Hong Kong Copyright Ordinance s273

In Hong Kong, the Copyright Ordinance was amended in 
2007 to cope with the technology development and 
changes in uses of copyrighted works. Provisions related 
to the anti-circumvention of TPM undergo a complete 
revamp -- section 273 (s273) was replaced with a new 
section while new sections s273A to s273H were added 
(see Figure 3.) The new s273 sets out the various 
definitions and the subsequent sections provide for the

substantive wrongs. For example, s273A places a 
prohibition on the act of circumvention; s273B provides 
for the civil remedies against trafficking in circumvention 
devices or services and s273C sets out the criminal 
remedies against such trafficking. s273D, s273E and 
s273F provide for exceptions to s273A, s273B and s273C 
respectively. s273H enables further exceptions to be 
recognized. [7]
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The Next Battlefield

The new s273 is comprehensive and balanced when 
compared to EU and US legislations. Firstly, s273 
subsection 3c limits the scope of circumvention to 
copyrighted works only. In other words, breaking 
security controls (like encryption and password 
protection) on a public domain document does not 
violate the Copyright Ordinance .  Secondly, criminal 
offense only targets those who take profit from offering 
anti-circumvention services or tools. Lastly and most 

important for IT Security Professionals, s273E offers 
explicit exemption for a person to test, investigate or 
correct a security flaw or vulnerability of a computer 
under the authority of the owner. Therefore, installing 
patches to remove the Sony rootkit would not be 
considered as violation of the Copyright Ordinance. [8]
The new section also empowers the Secretary for 
Commerce and Economic Development to add new 
exemptions by publishing on the Gazette. 

Legislation

Circumvention of Technological Protection Measures
- a perspective on Copyright Ordinance 2007

Act of
Circumvention

Circumvention
Tools

Prohibited Prohibited

(s273 subs 2a) (s273B & s273C)

Prohibited Prohibited

(s273 subs 2b) (s273B & s273C)

Figure 3. Overview of Copyright Ordinance s273

Access Control
Technological
Measure

Copyright Control
Technological
Measure

Copyright owned by the 
author. This article is the 
views of the author and 
does not necessarily 
reflect the opinion of PISA.

Copyright & 
Disclaimer

[8] However, the act of breaking security control may violate other legal rights of the document owners. 

The issues on access control and copy control devices are only part of the 
problems created by granular control offered by technological advancements. 
When software were designed to distinguish temperature changes, geographical 
information or even moonlight, it is possible that an artist may charge the 
content based on the contextual information. The concept is similar to a vending 
machine change the price of the soft drink based on inventory and temperature. 
At first, this pricing method seems outrageous and manipulating. However, a 
consumer may pay less when he buys the soft drink at a cool night. All these 
fantasy is possible with technological controls and it is a matter of time when we 
see more pricing model in the digital media domain. Each new model will bring 
up a new battlefield between user and copyright owner. When such fantasy 
realized, will the copyright legislations be amended to incorporate changes again? 

© copyright  Antony Ma, 2008 
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Blackhat 2008 and DefCon 16

Open my eyes into the Security Planet

WW ith a complimentary ticket from PISA, I attended the Blackhat 2008 and DefCon 16. This is my second time 
attending the two conferences. I like to share with you some awesome sessions which I attended.

Part I – Open my Eyes

BH/DefCon: Metapost Exploitation 
by Valsmith and Colin Ames

The story just begins when a system is compromised. 
What does a hacker do next? How could he maintain his 
access without being detected (in a stealthy mode)? It is 
really an art because every one more second that a 
penetration tester or hacker can survive is crucial.

When a hacker connects to the target server, it is always a 
red-flag to the server if it has installed host intrusion 
prevention system (HIPS).  A tool called Meterpreter 
from the Metasploit family comes to help. When you load 
the Meterpreter-based payload in Metasploit, it uploads 
and injects to a running process on the target computer. It 
executes in the context of the process that is exploited. 

The Meterpreter extensions and the Meterpreter server 
itself are executed entirely from memory using the 
technique described in Remote Library Injection. 
Running in the context of the exploited process implies 

Anthony Lai CISSP CISA CEH/ECSA
Program Committee

Wall of the Sheep at Blackhat- showing captured credentials and passwords
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more than evasion of detection. As Meterpreter does not create a new process, hacker no longer needs to bother the issues 
with Chroot (privilege restriction) of a process. 

Valsmith and Colin discussed the tools and techniques to carry out further attack after exploitation. You could try and learn 
from here:
Presentation: https://www.defcon.org/images/defcon-16/dc16-presentations/defcon-16-valsmith_ames.pdf 
Meterpreter: http://www.metasploit.com/documents/meterpreter.pdf 
Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TMkLUqfxSjs

The BackTrack booth in Blackhat

DefCon: Backtrack Foo: From 
vulnerability to zero day attack 
by Mati Aharoni

Mati demonstrated how to find a zero day vulnerability 
from HP OpenView executable by fuzzing continuous 
data input with Spike. Before the fuzzing starts, the HP 
Mati demonstrated how to find a zero day vulnerability 
from HP OpenView executable by fuzzing continuous 
data input with Spike. Before the fuzzing starts, the HP 
Openview executable is attached by OllyDbg. After a 
while, the executable hangs and stops at a particular 
address space shown in the OllyDbg. Mati tried to find a 
“Code Cave” (where he can embed a shellcode of reverse 
shell). However, there are two challenges: 

1. Searching a code cave fit for the shellcode.
2. Some executable could not allow non-alpha numeric

hexadecimal value in the shellcode.

For challenge #1, Mati has embedded another sexy codes 
called “Egghunter” to search an appropriate place for the 
shellcode. Mati could encode the shellcode and make it 
with alpha numeric hex values only.

Finally, Mati could invoke a reverse shell to the attacker 
machine when executing HP OpenView binary. He 
reported this to HP a few months ago but has not got any 
reply. 

URL: https://www.defcon.org/html/links/defcon-media-
archives.html

Blackhat 2008 and DefCon 16

Open my eyes into the security planet
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like to know if I could download a cmd.exe from a 
remote site or simply execute it via ActiveX, Flash or 
Real player plug-ins, is it possible? Personally, I have 
used Paul’s web site to test some kiosks in arcades and 
public transportation facility. Once I could get the shell 
out! However, when I went visited back to the kiosk a
few days later, Paul’s web site was blocked.

Paul’s presentation could be found from here:
https://www.defcon.org/html/links/defcon-media-archives.html

DefCon; Hacking Internet Kiosk 
by Paul Craig

I recalled that PISA had carried out security risk 
assessment on some Internet kiosk and public PC in 
various arcades and public facilities. Paul Craig set up a 
web site (http://ikat.ha.cked.net/) for penetration test on 
kiosk. 
Kiosks are configured not to trust users but web site. I 

various technologies / infrastructures / platforms. A team 
of penetration test talents are required.

You could get this presentation from here:
https://www.defcon.org/html/links/defcon-media-
archives.html

DefCon: Pen-Testing is Dead; 
Long Live the Pen test 
by Taylor Banks & Carric

It is really a session which could wake pentester and 
various people up. If your corporation just scan the 
network and servers for vulnerabilities, it is not 
regarded a Penetration Test. Pentest should be a 
repeatable process with methodology (i.e. referencing 
to OSSTMM standard). Pentest requires the tester to 
consider the fundamental system / network 
infrastructure weaknesses and to plan and carry out 
various exploits against them. 

Penetration test methodologies and formats vary from 
one service provider to another. In recent years, some 
companies may purchase some “click to scan” software 
to fulfill compliance from PCI and regulator. People 
have an impression that pentest lacks methodology and
framework. From this session, if one is a penetration 
tester, he/she could understand what he/she should do; 
if one is a Management, he/she should know what 
pentest should be. Methodology and creativity are the 
priorities of taking a penetration test.

In the follow up session, the speakers shared with me 
that a single person can hardly act as pentester for

Blackhat 2008 and DefCon 16

Open my eyes into the security planet

Sidebar: Meeting Johnny Long

You may know his name from Google hacking. In 
recent months, he has set up www.ihackcharity.org to 
raise fund and help children in developing world 
including Uganda. Hackers gather together and fix 
the computer, set up network and other computer 
stuff for children for schooling.
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Other goodies

Open Capture The 
Flag @ DefCon 
by DC949

I have joined other 
guys and try to hack 
into those nine servers 
set up by DC949 panel. 
I have picked a banking 
site and tried to make 
my loans disappeared 
o r  pa id  by  o thers . 
W i t h i n  5 - 6  h o u r s 
s t r u g g l i n g  a n d 
b r a i n s t o r mi n g  an d 
listening to the rock 
music, I failed to do 
tha t  and  I  do  feel 
e n jo ye d  the  en t i re 
process and discussion 
w i t h  t e a m m a t e s . 

Target Server for people to hack in the Capture The Flag

coredump analyzer. The CISCO IOS will write a 
complete core dump with memory dump of main memory, 
IO and PCI. Coredump is also taken when the system 
crashes or the system administrator issues a “write core”
command. Felix also discussed heap reconstruction and 
verification, traffic extraction and process list extract, etc. 

For more details, you could read his presentation from 
here:
http://www.blackhat.com/presentations/bh-usa-
08/Lindner/BH_US_08_Lindner_Developments_in_IOS_
Forensics.pdf 

BH/DefCon: Development in CISCO 
IOS Forensic 
by Felix Lindner, Head of Recurity Labs

This topic has never been covered in Asia Pacific region. 
Cisco components are essential main dishes in your or 
your service provider’s infrastructure. From investigation 
and forensic perspective, how can we gather the volatile 
data from Cisco IOS in incident outbreaks? CISCO IOS 
could be a target of remote code execution exploits in 
kernel context. As a forensic investigator, coredump is a 
must-get evidence. Felix discussed the requirements a

I have met the leader of the CTF contest. His hacker alias is CP and he promised to put the source code to the web site  
http://dc949.org/oCTFIV/ 
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Sidebar: Meeting Sam Ng

I met Sam, our PISA fellow, in 
a session on web application 
security. In that session, I have 
learnt features about a new 
open source web application 
firewall named ModSecurity
(http://www.modsecurity.org/).

Blackhat 2008 and DefCon 16

Open my eyes into the security planet

More, More and More ….

There were a number of other awesome sessions:

Meet The Owner Of a Real Hacked Company - Forensic Investigation by Mark Shelhart
http://www.blackhat.com/presentations/bh-usa-08/Shelhart/BH_US_08_Trustwave_Presentation_Shelhart_Meet_Owner.pdf 

365 Day: Active HTTPS Cookie Hijacking by Mike Perry
http://media.defcon.org/dc-16/video/dc16_perry_TOR/dc16_perrry_TOR_full.mov
http://media.defcon.org/dc-16/video/dc16_perry_TOR/dc16_perrry_TOR.m4v

DNS Goodness by Dan Kaminsky
http://media.defcon.org/dc-16/video/dc16_kaminsky/dc16_kaminsky_cache_full.mov
http://media.defcon.org/dc-16/video/dc16_kaminsky/dc16_kaminsky_cache.m4v

Coffee Break at the
Blackhat Conference
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Mati Aharoni
Founder
Offensive Security, US
(left)

Christopher Hadnagy
Operations Manager
Offensive Security, US

Most of you should have used the Backtrack live CD in 
risk assessment and penetration test. Mati Aharoni is the 
founder of Offensive Security and a core developer of the 
Backtrack live CD. He is also an active member in 
remote-exploit.org. He has over 10 years of experience as 
a professional penetration tester. Mati has uncovered 
several major security flaws and is actively involved in 
the offensive security arena. Chris is the operations 
manager of Offensive Security.  I met them in the pre-
conference penetration test training course.

Anthony: Chris and Mati, what are your backgrounds?
Mati: I was a network administrator and always be 
curious about what is going on with the system and what 
happens if I break it. It contributes to my self-learning of 
various penetration test techniques.
Chris: I am not so technical like Mati. I worked on sales 
and teaching services but I am also fond of technical stuff. 
I am glad that in Offensive Security I can have a mixed 
job nature with technology and teaching.

Anthony: Why did you think of building Backtrack?
Mati: In fact, I have not thought through when I first 
developed Backtrack. I did not even imagine it becoming 
so popular today. Once when I was conducting a pentest 
for a client, the client company disallow me bringing 
anything into the company or the server room. I started to 
think about whether I could make a CD with various tools

tools to complete my test. It was the start of BackTrack 
CD and the community has made continuous 
contributions on it.

Anthony: What is most impressive case in your pentest 
experience?
Chris: Once I found personal information on a web 
server in a police station. It was found out that the 
operator did not follow the policy.
Mati: I remember I came across a case in which a CFO 
who is hobbyist in stamp collecting, received an email 
from a stamp collection web site and he clicked on the 
link. An attack against his IE browser was launched, 
targeting a vulnerability in the graphics rendering engine 
(MS06-001). Finally a reverse shell was started for the 
attacker. It was really a sophisticated targeted attack.

Anthony: How can one become a successful pentester?
Mati: I think addiction, dedication, determination and 
curiosity are essential. I could spend 51 hours to work on 
an exploit without sleeping.

Anthony: What is the current problem in the information 
security industry from the perspective of a pentester?
Mati: There is no standardization. Some pentesters just 
“scan” and it is hard to measure the quality of the report.

Mati comes from Israel and I am very fond of the 
intelligence of Jews community. There is a pocket of 
words saying “Intelligence is much more important than 
the money in the pocket.” I do appreciate a quote from 
Mati, “I have my priority!” It is worthwhile for you and 
me to think.

Mati and Chris could be reached at 
muts[at]offensive-security[dot]com, and
chris[at]offensive-security[dot]com respectively.

Blackhat 2008 and DefCon 16

Open my eyes into the security planet

Part II - Meet the top players in the planet

I have interviewed several practitioners in the trip. Here is a summary.
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server and secure channel to 
transfer military related 
information. The cable and 
power cables were specially 
made for the purpose and 
isolated for security reason.

Anthony: What attitudes 
should an IT security 
professional have?
Kim: Think outside the box.

Ronald Chen 
Information Security Engineer in San Francisco, 
US.

Anthony: What are you working on now?
Ronald: I was working on network and application 

Captain Kim A. Guldberg Jensen
Head of IT Security, Danish IT Defense Agency, 
Denmark

I met Kim in the training course and he is the one 
willing to question and share with people.

Anthony: What are you working on currently?
Kim: I was a solider and worked on general IT 
services and support. Currently, I am required to 
manage a team of talents to maintain and monitor IT 
security in Danish Defense Agency including infra-
structure, application and networking.

Anthony: What is your most impressive experience?
Kim: I need to set up an internal network to public 
network, carrying out commerce and voice. However, I 
need to ensure there is no direct connection between 
private and public networks with setting up terminal

security and now focused on incidence response and 
infrastructure monitoring in my company.

Anthony: What are the most impressive experience and 
unforgettable incidence?
Ronald: I still remember the impact of zero-day attack of 
SQL Slammer.

Anthony: What attitudes and knowledge should an IT 
security professional have?
Ronald: We should understand the business and 
operations. It will enable us to know what is critical or 
not and make priorities.

Ronald could be reached at rsaungc[at]gmail[dot]com. 

Be creative and once you have got the problem and issue, 
don’t let it go easily.

Kim could be reached at kim[at]bufferzone[dot]dkt.   

I have met Ronald in my 
pentest class and he is the 
only Chinese I met in the 
conference. He is very nice 
and helpful during our
training course.

Blackhat 2008 and DefCon 16

Open my eyes into the security planet
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Gary Hayslip
Information Assurance Manager and Network 
Engineer, San Diego, US

new things. Thereby, he developed himself in network and 
system administration by earning relevant degree and 
certifications. Gary is open-minded and willing to share 
his experience. He is really my good teacher. 

Anthony: What was the most difficult project you handle?
Gary: I once handled a project to migrate systems from 
Windows NT to Windows 2003. We need to ensure every 
service and applications could be migrated to Windows 
2003 platform with stability. It was not an easy task.

Anthony: Have you got any impressive incident?
Gary: I remember a case in which a government staff

Copyright owned by the 
author. This article is the 
views of the author and 
does not necessarily 
reflect the opinion of PISA.

Copyright & 
Disclaimer

Passion keeps us rolling 

Apart from the interviewed fellows, there are many other people who had shared their experiences and tricks with me. I am 
very pleased to have met these top players and it is great to explore ourselves into the planet. 

This year, I tried to put myself into some games like Capture-the-flag at DefCon, and attended some alternative sessions 
including Hacker Court and Pwnies Award 2008. It was awesome and fun. IT and information security career is not a nine-
to-five job. Passion could keep us young and energetic. Free videos and slides of the two conferences are available here:

http://www.blackhat.com/html/bh-usa-08/bh-usa-08-archive.html
http://www.defcon.org/html/links/defcon-media-archives.html 

For those who cannot go but want to view the sessions on video, please contact the PISA EXCO for the DVD combo sets of 
the Blackhat and DefCon conferences. I might organize some “Video Nights” with the DVD sessions with some discussion 
and sharing afterwards.

© copyright  Anthony Lai, 2008 

surfed the porn site. He downloaded the pictures and spent 
time on it. I can’t understand why he was so stupid.

Anthony: Have you got any impressive incident?
Gary: I remember a case in which a government staff 
surfed the porn site. He downloaded the pictures and spent 
time on it. I can’t see why such people are so stupid.

Anthony: From your impression, what is the difference 
between Asian and Western IT security professionals?
Gary: Asian security professionals could adopt 
technologies faster and Western professionals could 
evolve more skills and techniques.

Anthony: What attitudes should an IT security 
professional hold?
Gary: They should be willing to deal with new things and 
changes; be willing to learn; be curious; and plan ahead 
and be willing to protect the company interests.

Lastly, Gary mentioned there is a strange phenomenon 
that few females are working in the IT security industry. 
In fact, most of the female professionals he has met are 
dedicated talents. I could say it is the same case globally.

Gary could be reached at ghayslip[at]cox[dot]net.

I met Gary in Blackhat 
training course in 2007 and 
h e  u s e d  t o  w o r k  o n 
electrical engineering in 
Navy. He is interested in 
computer and believes IT 
could be an ever green 
industry as he could learn

Blackhat 2008 and DefCon 16

Open my eyes into the security planet
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We Share, We Progress.

Event

Snapshot

PISA AGM
(Aug-2008) 

PISA held the Annual General Meeting in August 2008. In this meeting several major businesses were conducted. PISA 
had a healthy financial status and a fruitful achievement in 2007-2008.

The EXCO presented the status of incorporation which had been processed and consulted for a few years.

The participants filled the venue full.

The EXCO election was held successfully. Again we have a 
competition in seats of EXCO to demonstrate PISA 
members are very actively participating in the association 
activities.
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We Share, We Progress.

Legco ITFC Election Forum 
- Information Security and the Betterment of Hong Kong
(Aug-2008) 

PISA, ISFS and HTCIA coorganized an election forum and invited candidates of Legco (ITFC) to join. Mr. Charles 
Mok did come and share his platform with the fellow members.

There was a very good interaction and quality questions were raised. Our Moderator, Dr. K.P. Chow conducted a 
professional moderation.

Event

Snapshot

(from left) 
Dr. K.P. Chow (moderator), 

Vincent Ip (ISFS), 
Charles Mok, 

Alan Ho (PISA), and 
Howard Lau (PISA)

Charles Mok (right) delivering his platform

Vincent Ip (right) was one of those 
raising questions and giving comments 
on the floor
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We Contribute. We Achieve.

Event

Snapshot

Seminar: Seven Habits of PCI DSS (Payment 
Card Industry Data Security Standard) 
People
(Jul-2008) 

Bernard Kan delivered a talk to share his experience 
in PCI DSS compliance. He concluded that people 
need to have seven habits (good practices) in PCI 
DSS implementation.

Public Forum: Hong Kong - an 
Unsafe Place to Surf?
(Jun-2008) 

In June, a McAfee Report stated that .hk is 
not a safe cyberspace to surf. This report 
raised international concerns. PISA co-
organized a forum with ITFC Legislator 
CK Sin’s Office, ISOC HK Chapter, HK 
ISP Association to discuss the matter. The 
event attract both IT sector and the media

(From left) SC Leung (IT Voice), York 
Mok (HKISPA), Jonathan Shea (HKIRC), 
Charles Mok (ISOC-HK, moderator), Leo 
Chan (infosec industry), Roy Ko 
(HKCERT) and Bernard Kan (PISA).
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Data Protection Public Forum
(May-2008) 

PISA and ISOC HK organized a public form to 
discuss the incidents on data breaches. Speakers 
from the Office of the Privacy Commissioner for 
Personal Data (PCPD), ISACA HK Chapter, ISOC 
HK Chapter and PISA were at the forum. It was 
not only well represented but the floor are 100
participants eager to give their comments.

Event

Snapshot
We Share, We Progress.

Seminar: Managing the impact of 
malware from an end-user perspective
(Jun-2008) 

Ching Tim Meng, Principal Security Consultant 
of  Cable & Wireless Asia-Pacific, shared with 
PISA members how to detect and remove 
malware with handy tools. His talk was well 
received. The influence of his talk has kicked off 
a series of follow-up workshops on malware 
analysis.

(From left)
Alan Ho (PISA Chair),

Anthony Lai (PISA),
Charles Mok (ISOC-HK),

Mr. Kenneth Wong (ISACA-HK),
Antony Ma (PISA M.C.),

Bonnie Smith (Office of the PCPD), and
Vincent Chan (ISACA Chair)
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iSCSI Resilience and Security 
Considerations
(Apr-2008) 

Alex Wu, our newly joined member 
delivered an excellent talk on iSCSI. iSCSI 
is becoming a common protocol for storage 
network -- it provides a vehicle for low cost 
and flexible network storage implement-
ation. Yet it has security issues that needed 
to be taken into consideration in the design. 
Alex gave many real life cases and statistics 
to support his analysis.

Event

Snapshot
We Contribute. We Achieve.

Oracle Database Security and 
Compliance
(May-2008) 

Eric Cheung of Oracle Limited presented 
the new security features of Oracle. He 
started with the drivers for database security 
and then lay out the roadmap of Oracle 
Database Security. The new version Oracle 
11 has new features like Audit Vault, Total 
Recall, TDE Tablespace encryption and 
Data Masking.

Seminar: Business Continuity Certifications for Professionals and 
Organizations
(Apr-2008) 

Dr. Goh Moh Heng shared with PISA members his perspective on BCP certification and current development 
in the region.
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Delivering public talks on Information Security

Daniel Eng had delivered the various talks on behalf of PISA

Our vision provides us our destination. Our missions provide us the directions.

•IVE SBI (Mar-2008)

•DataWorld Technology Summit 
(May-2008)

•Polynet IT Security Symposium 
(Jun-2008)

•Seminar of Hong Kong Council 
of Social Service (July 2008)

•B & D Solution Day -- Think 
beyond a Virtualized 
Infrastructure (Sep-2008)

Promotion of information security in 
schools

PISA partnered with ISC2, OGCIO and HK Police to deliver 
InfoSec talks to youngster.  We have visited about 20 schools, 
and the audience were over 6000.

Howard Lau (middle) of PISA and Kitty Chung of 
ISC2 (2nd from right) in TWGHS Mrs. Wu York 

Yu Memorial College. (Sep-2008) 
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Delivering public talks on Information Security

Our vision provides us our destination. Our missions provide us the directions.

Alan Ho had delivered the talk in HK Trade 
Development Council (Jul-2008)

Delivering talks to Information Security Partners

Alan Ho, Anthony Lai and Sang Young had delivered a workshop on wireless LAN security to High Technology Crime 
Investigation Association (HTICA) Asia Pacific Chapter members 
(Jul-2008)

Alan Ho, Sang Young, Paul Jackson (HTCIA President) 
and Anthony Lai

HTCIA members paying attention in the workshop
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to be the prominent body of professional information security practitioners, and utilize 
expertise and knowledge to help bring prosperity to the society in the Information Age

Vision

Many Ways

Successful Career Networking
E n j o y  n e t w o r k i n g  a n d 
collaboration opportunities 
w i th  o ther  i n - the- f i e ld 
security professionals and 
exchange technical inform-
ation and ideas for keeping
your knowledge up to date

Professional Recognition
You Can Benefit

Continued Education

C h e c k  o u t  j o b  l i s t i n g s 
i n fo rma t io n  p rovided  by 
members.  Get information  
o n  co n t inu ing  educat ion 
and professional certification 

Enjoy the discounted or free 
admissions to association 
activities - including seminars, 
discussions, open forum, IT 
r e l a t e d  s e m i n a r s  a n d 
conferences organized or 
supported by the Association.

Sharing of Information
Find out the solution to your 
technical problems from our 
email groups and connect-
ions with our experienced 
members and advisors.

Realize Your Potential
D e v e l o p  y o u r  p o t e n t i a l s  a nd  
capabilities in proposing and running 
project groups such as WLAN & 
Mobile Security, Honeynet, Malware 
Analysis, Public Policy and others and 
enjoy the sense of achievement and 
recognition of your potentials

http://www.pisa.org.hk

Membership Requirements

• Relevant computing experience (post-qualifications) will be counted, and the recognition of professional 
examinations / membership is subject to the review of the Membership Committee. 

• All members must commit to the Code of Ethics of the Association, pay the required fees and abide by 
the Constitution and Bylaws of the Association

Qualifications Relevant Experience
Full 500 Recognized Degree in Computing

discipline, OR other appropriate
educational / professional qual.

3 years Info-Sec working
experience

Associate 300 Tertiary Education Info-Sec related experience

Affiliate 300 Interested in furthering any of the
objects of the society

Nil

Student 100 Full-time student over 18 years old Nil

Membership
Type

Annual
Fee (HK$)

Requirements

Professional  Information  Security  Association

Benefit from the immediate 
access  to  professional 
recognition by using post-
nominal designation

Be up-to-date and be more 
competitive in the info-sec 
communi ty  – l ine up 
yourself with the resources 
you need to expand your 
technical competency and 
move forward towards a
more successful career.

Enquiry email:
membership@pisa.org.hk 

Membership 
Application Form:
http://www.pisa.org.hk/me
mbership/member.htm

Code of Ethics:
http://www.pisa.org.hk/ethi
cs/ethics.htm

Membership
Information


